Mechanical Competence and Bone Quality Develop During Skeletal Growth
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ABSTRACT

Bone fracture risk is influenced by bone quality, which encompasses bone’s composition as well as its multiscale organization and architecture. Aging and disease deteriorate bone quality, leading to reduced mechanical properties and higher fracture incidence. Largely unexplored is how bone quality and mechanical competence progress during longitudinal bone growth. Human femoral cortical bone was acquired from fetal (n = 1), infantile (n = 3), and 2- to 14-year-old cases (n = 4) at the mid-diaphysis. Bone quality was assessed in terms of bone structure, osteocyte characteristics, mineralization, and collagen orientation. The mechanical properties were investigated by measuring tensile deformation at multiple length scales via synchrotron X-ray diffraction. We find dramatic differences in mechanical resistance with age. Specifically, cortical bone in 2- to 14-year-old cases exhibits a 160% greater stiffness and 83% higher strength than fetal/infantile cases. The higher mechanical resistance of the 2- to 14-year-old cases is associated with advantageous bone quality, specifically higher bone volume fraction, better micronscale organization (woven versus lamellar), and higher mean mineralization compared with fetal/infantile cases. Our study reveals that bone quality is superior after remodeling/modeling processes convert the primary woven bone structure to lamellar bone. In this cohort of female children, the microstructural differences at the femoral diaphysis were apparent between the 1- to 2-year-old cases. Indeed, the lamellar bone in 2- to 14-year-old cases had a superior structural organization (collagen and osteocyte characteristics) and composition for resisting deformation and fracture than fetal/infantile bone. Mechanistically, the changes in bone quality during longitudinal bone growth lead to higher fracture resistance because collagen fibrils are better aligned to resist tensile forces, while elevated mean mineralization reinforces the collagen scaffold. Thus, our results reveal inherent weaknesses of the fetal/infantile skeleton signifying its inferior bone quality. These results have implications for pediatric fracture risk, as bone produced at ossification centers during children’s longitudinal bone growth could display similarly weak points. © 2019 American Society for Bone and Mineral Research.
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Introduction

Bone’s resistance to fracture is highly dependent on its bone quality, which encompasses the bone volume fraction, microstructural organization, damage, and nanoscale composition. Indeed, aging and disease (such as osteoporosis, osteogenesis imperfecta, Paget’s disease of bone, osteomalacia due to vitamin D deficiency, etc.) are linked to genetic, environmental, and disease-related factors that alter bone quality and in turn affect fracture resistance. In terms of aging, high fracture incidence is found not only in elderly individuals but also in children and adolescents during longitudinal skeletal growth (<20 years). Thirty percent of children experience at least one bone fracture, with roughly two-thirds of fractures occurring from low-energy traumas. In contrast to elderly individuals where fracture risk increases due to imbalances in bone resorption and formation, increased fracture risk...
Risk in children/adolescents has been postulated to be the result of a transitory weakness in the skeleton. However, bone quality and mechanical competence at the tissue level during skeletal growth remain largely unexplored.

Like other materials, bones resist fracture through their multiscale structure that imparts resistance to deformation and crack growth. At the nanoscale, collagen and mineral assemble into fibrils, which promote strength and plastic deformation through mechanisms such as fibrillar stretching/sliding, sacrificial bonding, and nano-/micronscale cracking. At the scale of hundreds of microns, secondary osteons resist crack propagation in mature tissue through crack deflection and crack bridging mechanisms. Aging- and disease-related changes in bone quality, such as the mineralization or cross-linking profile at small length scales or the osteon density at larger length scales, have been shown to reduce the effectiveness of these mechanisms that resist deformation and fracture in bone.

Although the main mechanisms of fracture resistance in mature bone tissue have been identified, it is unclear if the same mechanisms are active in longitudinally growing bone because of potential differences in bone quality. Most bones, particularly the long bones, vertebrae, and ilium, grow in length through endochondral ossification. Endochondral ossification progresses at ossification centers (eg, growth plates), where the extracellular matrix (ECM) surrounding the hypertrophic chondrocytes calcifies followed by chondrocyte apoptosis. Then, the remaining calcified ECM is used as a scaffold for the formation of bone, termed primary spongiosa or primary bone. Later during the growth process and throughout life, the tissue structure is refined through bone remodeling, where cylindrical units of tissue 200 to 300 μm in diameter are resorbed by bone cells and filled in with newly organized bone tissue called secondary osteons. However, the exact timing of bone remodeling in the primary spongiosa is not known. Although endochondral ossification increases bone length, changes in bone diameter and cortex thickness occur during growth and throughout life through bone modeling processes by apposition or resorption at the periosteal and endocortical surfaces.

Here, we investigate how bone quality and mechanical competence develop during skeletal growth. The chosen skeletal site is the femoral mid-diaphysis because the same region can be investigated at different stages of maturity in different age groups. Based on bone's present microstructural features during growth, the cases were split into two groups: 1) fetal/infantile bone consisting of primary bone with no osteons; and 2) 2- to 14-year-old cases consisting of remodeled tissue (ie, secondary osteons). We investigate whether these two age groups associated with specific microstructural characteristics have critical differences in bone mechanical performance and quality. We hypothesize that the 2- to 14-year-old cases composed of osteonal bone will reveal a greater mean mineralization and a more longitudinally aligned collagen fibril network providing superior mechanical resistance in comparison to fetal/infantile cases composed of woven bone.

Materials and Methods

Materials

Cortical bone from the femoral mid-diaphysis was acquired from human cases. Individuals with bone pathologies that would affect bone quality or skeletal growth were not included in the study. This study has a cross-sectional design with bone samples originating from a caucasian female cohort with the following ages: 22 weeks of gestation, n = 1; 2 months, n = 2; 1 year, n = 1; 2 years, n = 1; 5 years, n = 1; 14 years, n = 2). The study was conducted in accordance with the local ethics regulations and was approved by the State of Hamburg's General Medical Council Ethics Committee (WF-013/2011).

Histology

Femoral cross sections were fixed in 3.7% formaldehyde for 3 days, dehydrated, and embedded undecalcified in glycolmethacrylate (Technovit, Heraeus Kulzer GmbH, Wehrheim, Germany). Histological sections were removed with a rotation microtome (microTec, Techno-Med GmbH) and stained with von Kossa/van Gieson. Histomorphometry on stained sections was used to measure osteoid volume/bone volume (OV/BV), osteoid surface/bone surface (OS/BS), and osteoid thickness (O.Th) using OsteoMeasure (OsteoMetrics, Decatur, GA, USA).

Circularly polarized light microscopy

Circularly polarized light (CPL) microscopy was used to assess the collagen fiber orientation. Methylmethacrylate-embedded samples were ground to a thickness of 100 μm with an automatic grinding machine (Exakt, Norderstedt, Germany). Using an Olympus BX-61 microscope (Olympus, Hamburg, Germany) equipped with CPL filter sets, both brightfield and CPL images of the same region of interest (ROI) were captured in 8-bit grayscale. A masking procedure was applied to separate bone and non-bone areas (eg, porous spaces, lacunae), which were assigned a gray value of 0. The grayscale of the bone pixels in each masked CPL image was measured and reported as the average brightness (based on gray levels 1 to 255). When viewing bone under polarized light, collagen fibers that run parallel to the plane of the section appear bright, while fibers that run perpendicular to it appear dark. Oblique collagen fibers result in intermediate grayscale values.

Mineralization

The bone mineral density distribution (BMDD) was determined with quantitative backscattered electron imaging (qBEI). The scanning electron microscope (LEO 435 VP, Leo Electron Microscopy Ltd., Cambridge, UK) was operated in backscattered mode at 20 kV and 680 pA with a constant working distance of 20 mm. A block containing the entire medial side of the cross section was analyzed for each individual. Multiple images were taken at x 50 magnification with a pixel size of 2.3 μm² and stitched before the histogram analysis. The gray level was calibrated with aluminum and carbon standards, such that the gray level was linearly proportional to calcium content (light and dark pixels correspond with high and low calcium content, respectively). The bone mineralization distribution was characterized by the mean, peak, and standard deviation of the gray value distribution, which correspond to the mean calcium content (Ca Mean, Wt-%), the peak calcium content (Ca Peak, Wt-%), and degree of variance/heterogeneity (Ca Width, Wt-%), respectively. From qBEI, the percentage of bone mineralized below the 5th percentile (Ca Low, % B.Ar.) or above the 95th
percentile (Ca High, % B.Ar.) of a control BMDD, obtained from healthy individuals aged 31.4 ± 9.5 years, were calculated. Backscattered electron images were also used to calculate the cortical mineralized bone volume per tissue volume (BV/TV), the mean osteocyte lacunar area (OT.Lc.Ar, μm²), and the number of osteocyte lacunae per bone area (N.Ot.Lc./B.Ar., #/mm²).

The mineral phase was also characterized with Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) imaging. Histological sections of cortical bone with a 5-μm thickness were scanned in transmission with a Spotlight 400 FTIR Imaging system (Perkin Elmer, Waltham, MA, USA). One section of the entire medial side of the cross section was analyzed per individual. Spectra were acquired over a spectral range of 570 to 4000 cm⁻¹ at a 4-cm⁻¹ spectral resolution with 32 scans/pixel. Images were scanned at a 25-μm step size. The spectra were automatically corrected for atmospheric effects and noise reduction. After background and PMMA subtraction, the FTIR parameters were calculated for each spectrum. Specifically, the mineral-to-matrix ratio was calculated through the area ratio of the amide I (1590 to 1725 cm⁻¹) and phosphate peaks (915 to 1180 cm⁻¹), the carbonate-to-phosphate ratio through the area ratio of the carbonate (850 to 900 cm⁻¹) and phosphate peaks, as well as the mineral maturity index through the area ratio of the 1030 cm⁻¹ and 1110 cm⁻¹ subbands. For each parameter at the individual level, the distribution of values was fitted with a Gaussian curve. The mean value is reported for each FTIR parameter as well as the heterogeneity, which was measured by the FWHM of the Gaussian curve.

Mechanical properties

Deformation at the tissue, fibril, and mineral length scales was investigated with mechanical tensile tests during small and wide-angle X-ray scattering/diffraction (SAXS/WAXD) experiments (Supplemental Fig. S1) at beamline 7.3.3 at the Advanced Light Source synchrotron radiation facility (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, Berkeley, CA, USA). Here, multiple mechanical tests were performed for each case (fetal n = 2; 2 months n = 2; 2 months n = 4; 1 year n = 3; 2 years n = 4; 5 years n = 2; 14 years n = 4), except one 14-year-old case due to a lack of remaining material. Mechanical tests were performed on tissue from the posterior side of the diaphyseal femur. Tensile tests are performed to measure overall bone strength. Simultaneously, fibril and mineral strains are measured through X-ray scattering because bone's ordered nanometer-structure (ie, fibril's 67-nm periodicity and mineral's crystal structure) diffracts X-rays, allowing nanoscale deformation to be measured during tensile testing. The experimental methods/analysis have been previously described. Briefly, hydrated cortical tensile samples (15 mm × 1 mm × 250 μm) were loaded in tension (TST350 tensile stage, Linkam Scientific Instruments, Surrey, UK) with SAXS/WAXD data collected for 0.3 second every 10 seconds during the tests. Pilatus detectors were positioned ~4000 mm from the sample to collect SAXS data and 150 mm from the sample with an 18° angle to collect WAXD data using a 10-keV X-ray energy.

The analysis software IGOR Pro (Wavemetrics, Portland, OR, USA) and the custom macro NIKAI were used to calibrate the image and convert 2D data to 1D. Then, the first-order collagen peak and the mineral 002 peak in the 1D SAXS and WAXD data sets, respectively, were fit to detect changes in the average collagen and mineral d-spacing. The load was recorded during tensile testing and tissue stress was calculated by normalizing the load by the cross-sectional area. Additionally, tissue strain was measured by imaging the change in spacing of horizontal lines marked on the sample's surface, which were later analyzed using a custom-programmed image analysis software utilizing the software package Vision Assistant 8.5 (National Instruments, Austin, TX, USA). For each individual, ≥2 samples were tested with SAXS/WAXD. For each sample, the tissue stress, mineral strain, and fibril strain data were binned every 0.1% tissue strain and averaged on the individual level. The average and standard deviation are reported.

Synchrotron coherent diffraction X-ray imaging (CDI)

CDI was performed at beamline ID10 at the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (Grenoble, France) on a 2-month-old and 14-year-old case. CDI results in a 3D image of the bone fragment. Methylmethacrylate was removed from histological sections with 2-methoxyethyl acetate followed by an alcohol series and demineralized water. Then, fragments of the bone sections were deposited onto Si₃N₄ membranes (Silson, Northampton, UK). The samples were rotated between tilts of −75° and 75° at 0.5° step sizes and the 2D diffraction pattern was taken at each step with 8-keV coherent X-rays. The 2D diffraction patterns were combined into a 3D diffraction pattern. A phase retrieval algorithm was applied to reconstruct the 3D electron density distribution from the 3D Fourier intensity data with a 14.7-nm voxel size. The 2D image stack was filtered and thresholded to isolate large extracellular mineralization. Then, the volume of each mineral particle was measured with Fiji image analysis software.

Statistics

All data are represented as mean ± standard deviation (SD). Data were aggregated on the individual level by averaging and separated into two groups based on microstructural observations: the 2- to 14-year-old samples contained osteons and the fetal to 1-year-old samples did not. Because of the small sample size, a nonparametric statistical analysis was used. Data were aggregated on the individual level and the Mann-Whitney U test was carried out with a significance level of α = 0.05 using SPSS Statistics.

Results

Bone quality during skeletal growth

Densification of the cortex

In human cortical bone from the femoral mid-diaphysis, the bone volume fraction was analyzed with von Kossa/van Gieson-stained sections in a pediatric cohort. In the fetal/infantile cases (Fig. 1A, B), the bone's micron-level structure resembles a scaffold with long, porous channels and high amounts of unmineralized bone matrix (ie, osteoid). In contrast, the 2- to 14-year-old cases (Fig. 1C, D) exhibited a dense bone structure primarily consisting of mineralized tissue, without extensive areas containing osteoid. The bone volume fraction in the 2- to 14-year-old cases was 22% higher than the fetal/infantile cases (P = 0.03) (Fig. 1E). Additionally, bone formation decreased with age, with a 90% higher osteoid volume and 71% higher osteoid
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surface in the fetal/infantile bone versus the 2- to 14-year-old cases \((P = 0.03)\) (Fig. 1F, G). However, the osteoid thicknesses were similar in both age groups, which suggests similar mineralization processes (Fig. 1H). A higher osteocyte lacunar density in the early phase of osteogenesis (ie, in woven bone) with shorter dendritic processes and no particular alignment within the bone matrix is evident (Fig. 1I), whereas the size of the osteocyte lacunae is larger in fetal to 1-year-old cases in comparison to 2- to 14-year-old cases (Fig. 1J). These histological data are also shown in Supplemental Fig. S5A–F as a function of age, where the same trends can be seen between the fetal/infantile cases and the 2- to 14-year-old cases.

**Organization of collagen fibers**

The porous bone scaffold in fetal/infantile cases and the dense bone structure in the 2- to 14-year-old cases were investigated in terms of collagen fiber organization with quantitative polarized light microscopy (Fig. 1K–O; Supplemental Figs. S2, S5G). Here, collagen fibers that are transversely aligned appear bright and fibers that are longitudinally aligned appear dark. In fetal and infantile cortical bone, the scaffold-like microstructure has an unorganized collagen fiber structure, with packets of dark and bright collagen fibers (Fig. 1L, M). This type of collagen fiber organization reflects woven bone. Whereas woven bone

---

**Fig. 1.** Bone volume and collagen fiber organization during skeletal growth. Von Kossa/van Gieson-stained sections (mineralized bone: black; unmineralized osteoid: pink) show a porous scaffold-like cortex in (A) fetal and (B) infantile cases and a dense cortex in cases between (C) 2 and (D) 14 years. (E) Thus, fetal/infantile cases have a 22% lower BV/TV than the 2- to 14-year-old cases. Rapid bone formation in fetal/infantile cases is demonstrated by the greater (F) OV/TV and (G) OS/BS compared with 2- to 14-year-old cases. (H) However, osteoid thickness was not significantly different. (I) Osteocyte lacunar density is substantially higher in fetal to 1-year-old cases and the (J) osteocyte lacunae are enlarged in fetal to 1-year-old cases compared with 2- to 14-year-old cases. (K–O) Quantitative polarized light microscopy (bright: transverse fiber orientation; dark: longitudinal fiber orientation) measures collagen fiber orientation. (K) Here, the average brightness is significantly lower in the 2- to 14-year-old cases than the fetal/infantile cases implying that more fibers are longitudinally oriented in the older cases. Images show subsets of measured regions of interest. Histograms and bar graphs reflect characterizations of complete regions of interest. Data presented as mean ± SD. Mann-Whitney U test: *P < 0.05. Scale bars = 500 μm. Data presented as a function of age in Supplemental Fig. S5. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
dominates the fetal/infantile cases, the 2- to 14-year-old cases consisted of secondary remodeled osteonal bone (Fig. 1N, O). Here, the remodeled osteonal bone consists of secondary osteons with alternating bright and dark lines, called lamellae. These lamellae represent highly organized layers of collagen fibers. The alternating brightness signifies that the collagen fibers in neighboring lamellae alternate in orientation. Quantitative analysis of the brightness in the polarized light microscopy images (Fig. 1K; Supplemental Fig. S5G) shows that the fetal/infantile cases have a significantly higher brightness, indicating greater transversal collagen alignment than the 2- to 14-year-old cases. This implies that the collagen fibers are becoming preferentially longitudinally oriented in the 2- to 14-year-old cases.

Homogenization and elevation of mineral distribution

Trends in the amount and distribution of mineral with age during skeletal growth were investigated with quantitative backscattered electron imaging (qBEI) (Fig. 2), where the calcium content scales with the gray value (high mineralization: bright; low mineralization: dark). Here, in the fetal/infantile cases (Fig. 2A, B), the calcified cartilage precursor formed during endochondral ossification is visible within the scaffold (white arrows), due to its higher mineral content than the newly formed bone. Comparatively, in 2- to 14-year-old cases, secondary osteons indicative of bone remodeling at the femoral mid-diaphysis are visible (Fig. 2C, D) with qBEI by their circular appearance, darker color (from lower mineralization), and highly mineralized outer boundary (ie, cement line). QBEI analysis of the gray value histograms (Fig. 2E) indicate that the Ca Mean mineralization increases with age, such that Ca Mean is 10% greater in the 2- to 14-year-old cases than the fetal/infantile cases (Fig. 2F; Supplemental Fig. S6A); however, no significant difference was found for Ca Peak (Fig. 2G; Supplemental Fig. S6B). The high mineralization of the fetal case can be attributed to the high level of calcified cartilage. Further analysis of the Ca Width, which assesses the heterogeneity in the bone mineral density distribution (Fig. 2H; Supplemental Fig. S6C), indicated a decrease in the heterogeneity with age that was 34% lower in the 2- to 14-year-old cases. Furthermore, the primary bone has a greater proportion of low mineralized tissue under development than remodeled bone, but each have similar proportions of high mineralized tissue (Fig. 2I, J; Supplemental Fig. S6D, E).

These trends in mineralization are also visible in Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy images of the mineral-to-matrix ratio (MMR) (Fig. 3; Supplemental Fig. S3). Here, the MMR increases with age, such that it is 12% lower in the fetal/infantile cases (Fig. 3E; Supplemental Fig. S7A). The hetero-

Fig. 2. Bone mineralization during skeletal growth. Quantitative backscattered electron imaging (qBEI) was used to measure the mineral density distribution (high mineralization: brighter; low mineralization: darker). In the (A) fetal and (B) infantile cases, calcified cartilage (white arrows) and areas with new bone formation (ie, low mineralization) were observed, while the (C) 2- to (D) 14-year-old cases exhibited secondary osteons (black asterisks). (E) Evaluation of the gray value histograms shows the trends in (F) Ca Mean, (G) Ca Peak, (H) Ca Width (signifying variance/heterogeneity), (I) Ca High and (J) Ca Low. Scale bar = 250 μm. Images show subsets of measured regions of interest. Histograms and bar graphs reflect characterizations of complete regions of interest. Data presented as mean ± SD. Mann-Whitney U test: *P < 0.05. Data presented as a function of age in Supplemental Fig. S6 [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
geneity of the MMR parameter also was significantly lower in the 2- to 14-year-old cases (Supplemental Fig. S7D). These trends in the MMR follow the complementary measurements in the Ca Mean, reported above. The carbonate-to-phosphate ratio (CPR) and the mineral maturity were also computed from the FTIR spectrum (Fig. 3F; G; Supplemental Figs. S3C, D; S4; S7) but neither showed a significant trend.

3D nanostructural images of the 2-month-old and 14-year-old samples were produced using synchrotron coherent diffraction imaging (CDI). Here, fibrils are visible with their characteristic 67-nm banding pattern (Fig. 4A, B). Additionally, large extrafibrillar mineral aggregates are observed on the fibrils’ surface (Fig. 4C). The extrafibrillar mineral accounted for 3.1% of the volume in the 2-month-old sample and 5.3% in the 14-year-old sample. The distribution of extrafibrillar mineral volumes followed a log-normal distribution (Fig. 4D). Although all extrafibrillar mineral particles were generally plate-shaped with a 41 to 44-nm thickness, the 2-month-old cases contained smaller mineral aggregates (largest cross section: 0.19 x 0.10 μm²) than the 14-year-old cases (largest cross section: 0.45 x 0.36 μm²).

Mechanical competence during skeletal growth

To investigate the multiscale mechanisms governing bone deformation, the mechanical resistance of the bone tissue from the pediatric cohort was measured at multiple length scales with tensile tests (measuring macroscale deformation) during synchrotron small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) and wide-angle X-ray diffraction (WAXD) experiments (measuring deformation at the fibril and mineral levels, respectively) (Fig. 5). As load is applied in the tensile test, the tissue first behaves elastically with a linear relationship between stress and strain (Fig. 5A, B), which is characterized by the elastic modulus and mechanically originates from stretching of molecular-level bonds. Here, the modulus was 160% greater in the 2- to 14-year-old cases (Fig. 5E; Supplemental Fig. S8A) compared with the fetal/infantile cases.

After elastic stretching, the material begins to nonlinearly deform under mechanical load, which is characterized by permanent deformation (Fig. 5A, B). Here, the ultimate strength and failure strain describe the nonlinear behavior. The ultimate bone strength again is 83% greater in the 2- to 14-year-old cases than the fetal/infantile cases (Fig. 5F; Supplemental...
Fig. 4. Larger density and volume of extracellular mineral with age. 3D nanostructural images of 2-month and 14-year-old bone were reconstructed at a 15-nm voxel size with synchrotron coherent X-ray diffraction imaging (CDI). (A) In 2D slices of the 2-month-old case, the fibril structure can be seen, where (B) the staggered spacing of collagen and mineral produces an alternating dark and bright pattern. (C) In the 3D reconstruction of the 14-year-old bone, large and bright extracellular mineral particles are visible. (D) The extracellular mineral particles are found in both the 2-month-old and 14-year-old cases; however, the size and density of extracellular mineral was more abundant in the 14-year-old case. Here, the mineral particle volume follows a log-normal distribution, with the 14-year-old case having a 71% greater density of extracellular mineral [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Discussion

During childhood and adolescence, the growth and development of long bones involve longitudinal growth through endochondral ossification, changes in diameter through periosteal/endocortical apposition/resorption, as well as bone remodeling. Our aim was to investigate bone quality and mechanical differences during the longitudinal growth of bones. Here, using the mid-femoral diaphysis at different ages during formation and maturation of the tissue, we investigated bone quality at a consistent skeletal site using...
Fig. 5. Deformation mechanisms resisting fracture during skeletal growth. Synchrotron experiments investigated bone’s nanoscale deformation. Here, tensile tests (test specimens ≥2/individual) were performed during synchrotron small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) and wide-angle X-ray diffraction (WAXD). (A, B) Tensile tests measuring stress (ie, applied load/sample area) and strain (ie, percent change in length) show differences in mechanical properties between the fetal/infantile cases and 2- to 14-year-old cases. Tissue stress, mineral strain, and fibril strain were binned every 0.1% tissue strain and were aggregated at the individual level. (C) Fibril deformation (SAXS) shows a linear increase in fibril strain during tensile tests for all cases. (D) Mineral deformation (WAXD) measurements indicate greater mineral strain in 2- to 14-year-old cases. The 2- to 14-year-old cases exhibited (E) 160% higher modulus and (F) 83% higher strength with trends toward lower (G) failure strain. (H) Additionally, the slope of the mineral strain versus tissue strain is 60% higher in the 2- to 14-year-old cases. Data presented as mean ± SD and were fit with linear or exponential curves. Mann-Whitney U test: *P < 0.05. Data presented as a function of age in Supplemental Fig. S8 [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
high-resolution materials science–based techniques and find that fetal/infantile bone tissue has an inferior bone quality and mechanical resistance than bone from 2- to 14-year-olds.

As the pediatric skeleton grows, the quality and form of the bone are shaped by ossification processes that grow the bone in length and in diameter as well as continue remodeling the existing structure. Fetal/infantile cases consisted of a porous, disorganized patchwork of collagen fiber orientations, characteristic of woven bone (Fig. 1L, M). Woven bone is known to be present during longitudinal growth, bone fracture healing, and bone modeling in adaptation to mechanical load.(25,44,45) The woven tissue consists of patches of collagen fibers with the same orientation, some oriented with the principal loading axis and others not (Fig. 1L, M). Conversely, highly organized lamellae found in secondary osteons were observed in the 2- to 14-year-old cases, which is a similar microstructural organization as adult bone. Indeed, studies in the development of long bones in mice show a similar porous scaffolding as adult bone. Indeed, studies in the development of long bones in mice show a similar porous scaffolding as adult bone. Nevertheless, a discrepancy between the mineral density distribution in individuals between the ages of 1.5 to 23 years.(49) However, Currey et al.(50,51) found that ash content increased with age in children/adolescents. The bone mineral density distribution measured with qBEI may follow the same trends as the ash content.(52) Nevertheless, a discrepancy may be present due to the low number of cases tested in the studies of Currey and colleagues. Although qBEI measures do not inform about the mineral characteristics on a large three-dimensional volume of bone tissue (as in ash content), the main benefit is that spatial compositional data is provided and thus, the distribution of mineral can be quantitatively assessed. The differences in the mineralization distribution between the fetal/infantile and 2- to 14-year-old cases may be related to the collagen fiber organization. In our study, the 2- to 14-year-old cases consisted of secondary bone (ie, remodeled osteons); thus, it follows that the remodeling events may create a balanced mineral distribution as tissue is resorbed and renewed with age. Conversely, the fetal/infantile cases consisted of patches of woven bone. This disorganized collagen fiber structure incorporates less mineral than lamellar bone and/or may have a shorter mineralization period due to its rapid deposition. Correspondingly lower mineralization has been measured in woven bone found in disease states such as Paget’s disease of bone and also in the bony callus formed during fracture healing.(8,44,53) CaLow exhibits similar trends with age as the collagen orientation (Supplemental Figs. S5G, S6F). CaLow has a broad range of values in fetal/infantile bone, whereas in the 2- to 14-year range, CaLow is fairly constant. This may represent the influence of mechanical loading (eg, walking) on the bone composition and structure.(54,55) After remodeling processes commence (2- to 14-year-old cases), which coincides with further biomechanical stimulation, the bone quality parameters (bone volume fraction, collagen orientation, mean mineralization, and mechanical properties) remain constant with age.

These differences in bone quality at the mid-diaphysis of the femur during pediatric growth translate into differences in mechanical properties. Here, strength and stiffness increased with age (Supplemental Fig. S8), such that the mechanical resistance of the fetal/infantile bone tissue was found to be significantly lower than the 2- to 14-year-old cases (Fig. 5E, F). Therefore, the fetal/infantile tissue is inherently weaker than the 2- to 14-year-old cases. In terms of a mechanistic explanation for the differences in mechanical resistance, we used synchrotron SAXS/WAXD measurements to investigate deformation in the collagen fibril and mineral, which are responsible for generating bone strength and stiffness. Our results show that the collagen fibrils deform similarly in all cases but that the contribution of the mineral to deformation increases with age (Fig. 5D, H; Supplemental Fig. S8); in the 2- to 14-year-old cases, the mineral has a greater contribution to deformation than in fetal/infantile cases (ie, greater mineral-to-tissue strain ratio). Changes in bone quality due to aging or disease are known to directly affect bone’s mechanical resistance and ultimately fracture risk.(8,9) Here, we observed differences in bone volume fraction, collagen fiber orientation, and mineralization distribution between the fetal/infantile and 2- to 14-year-old cases. Mechanistically, the fetal/infantile bone tissue is inherently weaker because it consists of woven bone tissue (rather than osteonal lamellar bone; Fig. 1), which has overall a lower mean mineralization (Figs. 2F, 3E) and less longitudinally oriented collagen fibers (Fig. 1K).

Lower mean mineralization in the fetal/infantile cases translates into a lower modulus tissue (Fig. 5E). Previous studies on pathologic or callus tissue, which consists of woven bone, have shown a correspondingly lower modulus and hardness than healthy lamellar tissue.(8,44,53) Stiffness and strength result from the bone’s inherent resistance to stretching and sliding of molecular level bonds. The “brittle, reinforcing” mineral phase has a higher stiffness and strength than the organic phase. Therefore, in bone, the stiffness and strength increase as the density of mineral gradually increases.(56)

Even though differences in collagen deformation were not observed with SAXS, the collagen fiber organization and orientation are critical to mechanical resistance; in particular, longitudinally oriented collagen is highly advantageous for resisting tensile loads.(57) Thus, even though similar deformation was observed in the collagen fibers at all ages (Fig. 5C), the 2- to 14-year-old cases have a higher percentage of collagen fibers oriented longitudinally (Fig. 1K) and thus the bone in these cases is better oriented to resist tensile deformation. Furthermore, the lamellar interfaces in the osteonal microscale structure of bone have been shown to resist crack growth by deflecting and bridging cracks.(21,22) However, areas of disorganized woven bone in Paget’s disease of bone are unable to
deflect and bridge cracks. Thus, the lack of lamellar surfaces in primary bone could limit the sacrificial bonding or microcracking to absorb energy during loading. Thus, the micronscale bone structure of the fetal/infantile bone tissue has less mechanical resistance than the 2- to 14-year-old cases because of the unorganized collagen structure present in primary bone versus the highly oriented collagen fibers present in the remodeled osteons. Our mechanical data suggest a transition in the mechanical behavior with age (Supplemental Fig. S8). The transition of the mechanical behavior seems to be mainly driven by mineral distribution (Supplemental Figs. S6E, S7D, S8) and the collagen orientation (Supplemental Fig. S5G). OV/BV and Ot.Lc.Ar (Supplemental Fig. S5B, E) do reflect the metabolic reorganization of the tissue with respect to aging and loading.

Our analysis used high-resolution materials science-based methods to quantify changes in the structure and mechanical properties of a rare pediatric cohort. However, the study design is a cross-sectional comparison of different individuals. Therefore, unknown interindividual differences (eg, genetic, variable growth/maturation, pre-/postpubertal growth stage, or environmental factors) may be affecting some of the observed differences. Second, the exact timing of endochondral ossification, modeling, and remodeling events as well as the specific timing of the transition to superior bone quality cannot be accurately assessed here due to the limited sample size and interindividual variability in young cohorts. Future work would try to represent all phases of growth at the mid-diaphysis as well as at the metaphyseal/epiphyseal ends near the growth plate with both sexes to understand age- and maturity-related variability.

In light of these limitations, our results show that the age of one to 2 years is a critical time for building strength and stiffness in the femoral mid-diaphysis. This change in bone structure and bone quality between one to 2 years of age coincides with walking in humans, which creates new mechanical demands on the femoral diaphysis of infants. Indeed, in addition to the effects of genetic and hormonal factors on skeletal development, mechanobiological signals and muscular forces play a critical role in determining bone size and shape.

Fracture incidence is high in children/adolescents and in the elderly. Although fracture risk in the elderly occurs due to imbalances in bone remodeling, a different mechanism may be at play in children. In particular, the pubertal growth spurt in humans coincides with a decrease in areal bone mineral density (aBMD) and peak fracture incidence, with the most common fracture site being the distal forearm; thus, it has been suggested that the growth spurt may result in a transitory weakness in the skeleton. Our results suggest that bone formed through endochondral ossification is mechanically weaker than remodeled bone because of its woven bone structure and lower mean mineralization. In particular, the high incidence of distal forearm fractures in children/adolescents could relate to the formation of low-quality bone (ie, woven microstructure, low bone volume fraction, low mean mineralization) adjacent to the growth plate, creating a mechanically weak zone. However, further work here is needed to confirm that primary bone at the distal forearm persists in children and/or adolescents, especially during peak growth periods, and results in increased fracture incidence.

In summary, during skeletal growth, ossification, modeling, and remodeling processes are actively elongating and shaping the bones that will eventually compose the mature skeleton. Here, at the femoral mid-diaphysis, we observed differences in bone quality; in fetal/infantile cases, the bone tissue consists of a scaffold-like structure of woven bone with high osteocyte lacunar density and size produced by endochondral ossification, whereas in the 2- to 14-year-old cases, remodeling of the bone structure results in a highly organized lamellar structure with a greater mean mineralization and bone volume fraction. We find that these dramatic changes in bone quality around one to 2 years of age leads to greater mechanical resistance, as collagen fibrils are better aligned to resist tensile forces and more mineral is present to reinforce the collagen scaffold. Thus, these results highlight the inherent low bone quality and mechanical weakness of the fetal/infantile skeleton. Furthermore, endochondral ossification may produce a similarly weak, low-quality bone structure at skeletal sites near growth plates (ie, proximal/distal ends of long bones).
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